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H

idden Design Festival, held earlier this year
in Sydney, once again showcased some
excellent examples of landscape design. The
gardens and outdoor spaces featured were
beautiful and functional while being sympathetic to the
site and architecture.
On display to the public were the works of talented
landscape designers, who combine their creative skills
with a broad knowledge in horticulture and construction to

create interesting and intriguing private garden retreats.
This year the gardens represented a diverse range of
styles and included fine examples of bespoke sculpture,
water features and inspired material selection.
Sculptural elements featured in many of the Hidden
gardens as focal points, for artistic interest, and to add
a sense of fun. Plants were also used as sculpture clipped into balls, cloud pruned, and sculpted into shapes
that delivered living form and structure, with others

ABOVE
This garden at Longueville,
by Formed Gardens,
had a plant mix of
grey-green tones and
textures featuring clipped
Westringia, Correa and
Echium intermixed with
free-form Lomandra
'Tanika' and sprawling
Myoporum.
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organically weaving interest through less formal
settings. Plants with natural bold foliage form
such as Alcantarea imperialis and Furcraea
foetida provided additional interest.
Fountains and moving water features in
the gardens introduced a sensory experience,
especially when integrated with sculpture, plants
and other elements. An unexpected highlight
of Michael Bates’ Ballast Point garden was to
glimpse through the strategically-placed slot in
the sandstone boundary fence to a water-well
complete with playful bronze sculpture. Pools,
ponds and water bowls created a different,
quieter, atmosphere, with reflection ponds
tending to generate a sense of calm as featured
by Michele Shennen.
A Labrador by the sandy foreshore (looking
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ABOVE
Diamantina Design: a
colour palette of green,
chartreuse and white
creates a fresh spacious
mood with purple for
depth and shots of coral
and magenta for impact.
OPPOSITE top to
bottom
Branch Out Landscape
Design: covered dining
area connects easily
with the fire pit and side
garden, and the path and
lawn to the rear of the
house. Rusted ball adds
interesting detail.
Garden Life: Moroccan
tiles, alcantarea and
seasonal flowers feature in
this walled garden.

to catch an afternoon snack) signalled the
family-style garden in Longueville, created by
Formed Gardens, with zones for activity and
relaxation. The inspired material selection in
this outstanding setting featured recycled stone
and bricks. Natural sandstone excavated from
the site was used to face the pool, and adjacent
walls incorporated heritage bricks brought from
the owners’ previous buildings.
The rise in popularity of productive gardens
was reflected in the Hidden gardens this year,
combined with the imaginative use of materials.
A wide assortment of herbs and vegetables were
growing in two large corten-steel planters in the
front yard of McManus Design’s Lilyfield garden.
It was difficult to resist the urge to pluck an
eggplant on the way through. The Paddington
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garden designed by Garden Life included a
herb garden on the garage roof – accessed
via a ladder! The diverse colour and texture of
many edible herbs added a striking contrast to
ornamental plantings in Banksia Design’s Lane
Cove garden.
An oversized, old Indian door was another
example of material reuse at the entrance to the
Cremorne garden by Landsberg Garden Design.
Behind the wooden door was a wonderland
of abundant planting creating a secret jungle
around a concealed pool - it was easy to forget
you were a few minutes from busy city life.

ABOVE
Bates Landscape: the
sandstone residence
Carieville nestled amongst
the updated heritage
garden.
OPPOSITE
Dog man and playful
bronze pieces
accompanying the water
feature with papyrus at
the Ballast Point garden by
Michael Bates (pictured).

Modern gardens are not often defined as
being native just because local species are
used. It was refreshing to see many native
plants interwoven with exotic species in Hidden’s
Balmain garden, testament to the talent of
Michael Bates who expertly and sympathetically
updated Geoffrey Britton’s original design. With
careful plant selection he largely overcame the
challenge of heavy shade cast by tree canopies
in a typical inner-city narrow garden. The effect
is an effortless blending of mature planting
with new selections, natives with exotics, and
ornamental with productive.
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Multicultural Australia was on show, with
clear references to French, Japanese, Moroccan
and African-inspired themes. The expertise in
the development of Japanese-style gardens
was evident in the Imperial Gardens’ Petersham
site. Cloud-pruned Kaizuki Juniper, Japanese
Black Pine and Buddhist Pine were at home with
symbolically placed rocks and water elements.
A sample of Hidden gardens indicated
that outside cooking options are a continuing
trend, with pizza ovens and barbeques a
recurring theme. Is it possible to have too many
barbeques? It seems not if the Barbequorium
in McManus Design’s Lilyfield rear yard was
anything to go by. No less than seven cooking
options were available, including a pizza oven
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BELOW
Coloured pergola sets the
scene for the al fresco
dining area looking out to
the many garden levels at
Roseville, by Tig Crowley.
OPPOSITE left to right
McManus Design: the
welcoming front garden
with edible plants growing
in corten planters.
Landsberg Garden Design:
a sense of mystery starts
at the entrance where an
African stone sculpture
greets visitors.

and a smoker.
A special thank you to our generous owners,
talented designers and enthusiastic volunteers.
Without each of you, Hidden just would not
happen. For 2018, we were thrilled to partner
with the GO Foundation as they develop
programs to empower indigenous youth through
education and mentoring.
Reflecting on the year that was, the strength
of landscape design shines through all the
gardens that opened, with each one showing a
particular garden style and design approach. The
gardens included manipulation of levels, definition
of areas with structure and with planting, and the
creative introduction of artistic flair. Each outside
living space provided the garden owners with

The Firepod is a bespoke
outdoor fire place,
handcrafted in Sydney.
Perfect for inner city
living – a sculptural and
functional addition to
your balcony, backyard
or courtyard. It can be
suspended or supported
on stainless steel legs.
Available in black or rust.
Contact Dean Roach:
0432 766 648
w. firepod.com.au
f. The Original Firepod
Eco or Wood Fire Place
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a unique solution addressing their needs, while
considering site limitations and opportunities.
Garden owners were rightly proud of their
gardens and seemed to enjoy the experience of
sharing their space with Hidden visitors.
If you would like to register your interest in
showing a designed outdoor space as part of the
next Hidden event, please go to the website and
contact us via the invitation on the home page, or
send us an email to hidden@aildm.com.au.
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clockwise from
top left
Coomalong, Bayview:
Japanese entrance scene
with water feature.
Banksia Design Group,
Lane Cove: bronze flower
water feature and pond.
Michele Shennen, Bayview:
calming reflection
ponds. Imperial Gardens,
Petersham: Javanese
water bowl with ixora and
gardenias.

Further information:
To keep up-to-date with Hidden,
subscribe to the newsletter via the
website or follow @hiddendesignfestival
on Facebook or Instagram.
• Hidden website:
hiddendesignfestival.com
• Go Foundation website:
gofoundation.org.au

